
This pattern has been designed by Alice Tarry for Knitcraft by Hobbycraft.
This pattern is for personal use only, not to be resold. or reproduced.

Part 6
Fir Cones 

BLO: back loop only
FLO: front loop only
Tr3tog: treble three together; (yrh, insert hook into st, yrh, pull up a loop, yrh, pull
through two loops) 3 times; one leg into each of the three sts indicated (three unfinished
trs) yrh, pull through all loops on hook.
Dtr3tog: double treble three together; (yrh twice, insert hook into st, yrh, pull up a loop,
yrh, pull through two loops) 3 times; one leg into each of the three sts indicated (three
unfinished trs) yrh, pull through all loops on hook.

This section is worked in the mosaic crochet technique; every row is worked RS facing, so you
will need to fasten off at the end of each row, do not turn, then reattach the next colour at the
start of each row. If you prefer to start the cream rows with a standing tr instead of the ch3
please do so.You will alternate between yarn G (Cream) and yarn F (Brown) for each row.

Special Stitches

Row 102: (RS), attach yarn G (Cream) in first st and ch 3 (counts as tr), tr in each st to end.
Fasten off. (201 tr)
Row 103: (RS), working in BLO throughout; attach yarn F (Brown) in first st with standing
dc in BLO, dc in BLO of each st to end. Fasten off. (201 dc)
Row 104: (RS), working in FLO of row 102; attach yarn G (Cream) in first st and ch 3
(counts as tr), tr in FLO of each of next 8 sts, *dc in BLO of next st of row 103, tr in FLO
of each of next 12 sts of row 102*, repeat from *to* 13 more times, dc in BLO of next st
of row 103, tr in FLO of each of last 9 sts. Fasten off. (15 dc BLO, 186 tr FLO)
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Row 105: (RS), attach yarn F (Brown) with standing dc in BLO of first st of row 104, dc in
BLO in each of next 8 sts *tr in FLO of exposed dc from row 103, dc BLO in each of next
12 sts*, repeat from *to* 13 more times, tr in FLO of exposed dc from row 103, dc in BLO
of each of last 9 sts. Fasten off. (15 tr FLO, 186 dc BLO)
Row 106: (RS), working in FLO of row 104, attach yarn G (Cream) in first st and ch 3
(counts as tr), tr in FLO of each of next 6 sts, *(dc in BLO of next st of row 105, tr in FLO
of next st of 104) twice, dc in BLO of next st of row 105, tr in FLO of each of next 8 sts of
row 104*, repeat from *to* 14 more times omitting one tr on final repeat. Fasten off. (45
dc BLO, 156 tr FLO)
Row 107: (RS), with yarn F (Brown) ; begin with standing dc in BLO of first st of row 106,
dc in BLO of each of next 8 sts of row 106, *tr3tog into the FLO of the 3 exposed sts from
row 105; (first tr to right, middle tr below, third tr to left), dc in BLO of each of next 12 sts
of row 106*, repeat from *to* to end, omitting 3 dc on final repeat. Fasten off. (15 tr3tog
FLO, 156 dc BLO)

Row 108: (RS), attach yarn G (Cream) in FLO of first st of row 106 and ch3 (counts as tr),
tr in FLO of each of next 5 sts, *(dc in BLO of next st from row 107, tr in FLO of each of
next 2 st from row 106) twice, dc in BLO of next st from row 107, tr in FLO of each of
next 6 sts from row 106*,  repeat from *to* to end. Fasten off. (45 dc BLO, 156 tr FLO)
Row 109: (RS), with yarn F (Brown) begin with standing dc in BLO of first st of row 108,
dc in BLO in each of next 8 sts of row 108, *working in front, make a dtr3tog in FLO of 3
exposed sts from row 107 (first dtr to right, 2nd below, 3rd to left) dc in BLO of each next
12 sts of row 108*, repeat from *to* to end, omitting 3dc on final repeat. Fasten off. (15
dtr3tog FLO, 156 dc BLO)
Row 110: (RS), attach yarn G (Cream) in FLO of first st of row 108 and ch3 (counts as tr),
tr in FLO of each of next 4 sts of row 108 *(dc in BLO of next st of row 109, tr in FLO of
each of next 3 sts of row 108) twice, dc in BLO of next st of row 109, tr in FLO of each of
next 4 sts of row 108*, repeat from *to* to end, tr in FLO of final st. Fasten off. (45 dc
BLO, 156 tr)
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Top tip: if the stitches are pulling too tight on this row, work the dtr3tog with a trtr (yrh 3
times, then take them off in pairs) for the right and left legs. 
Row 111: (RS), with yarn F (Brown); begin with a standing dc in BLO of first st of row 110,
dc in BLO in each of next 8 sts of row 110, *dtr3tog over 3 missed sts from row 109, dc in
BLO in each of next 12 sts of row 110*,  repeat from *to* to end, omitting 3 dc on final
repeat. Fasten off. (15 dtr3togs FLO, 156 dc BLO)
Row 112: (RS), with yarn G (Cream); repeat row 108, (working the tr in FLO of row 110 and
the dc in BLO of row 111). Fasten off. (45 dc BLO, 156 tr FLO)
Row 113: (RS), with yarn F (Brown); repeat row 109, (working the dc in BLO of row 112
and the dtr3tog in exposed FLO of row 111). Fasten off. (15 dtr3tog FLO, 156 dc BLO)

Row 114: (RS), attach yarn G (Cream) in FLO of first st of row 112 and ch 3 (counts as tr),
tr in FLO of each of next 8 sts of row 112, *dc in BLO of next st of row 113 (should be the
dtr3tog), tr in FLO of each of next 12 sts of row 112*, repeat from *to* to end, omitting 3
tr on final repeat. Fasten off. (15 dc, 186 tr)
Row 115: (RS), attach yarn G (Cream) in first st and ch 3 (counts as tr), tr in each st to end,
changing colour to yarn A (Honey) on final yrh of final st. Fasten off yarn G. (201 tr)
Row 116: Turn (WS), with yarn A; ch 1 (does not count as a st), dc in same st, dtr in next st,
*dc in next st, dtr in next st*, repeat from *to* to end, ending with dc with last st,
changing colour to yarn I (school green) on final yrh of final st. (101 dc, 100 dtr)
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Row 117: Turn (RS), with yarn I; ch 1 (does not count as a st) dc in each of first two sts,
*dtr in next st (should be dc), dc in next st (should be dtr)*, repeat from *to* until 1 st
remains; dc in final st, changing colour to yarn A (Honey) on final yrh of final st. (102 dc,
99 dtr)
Row 118: Turn (WS), with yarn A; ch 1 (does not count as a st), dc in same st, dtr in next st,
*dc in next st (should be dtr), dtr in next st (should be dc)* repeat to end. Fasten off.    
(101 dc, 100 dtr)
Repeat rows 102 - 118 on the opposite edge of your blanket. Secure and weave in all
your ends before we add the edging in the final part.

Join us over on the 
Hobbycraft YouTube channel, where
we will show you how to make this
beautiful blanket!

New videos release weekly,
alongside each release of the
Pattern PDF. 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQ-h11GDs8SSL0Q8V95kbZIMytUVWUtJp&si=pwIURm2td0b2XNBC

